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 Machine Learning has become both an infrastructural component in contemporary urban 

and online society that works through the statistical tasks of municipal, state, and economic 

governance and as a cultural agent endowed with the capacity to synthesize media objects and 

experiences. The great emphasis placed on machine learning algorithms such as Generative 

Adversarial Networks, Geometric Deep Learning techniques, and phenomenally synthetic “latent” 

space of the neural, has been on the artistic expression or visualization of the inner life of the 

machine. To render a screen into messy pixelated flow of a machine learning model is itself posited 

and posed by computational artists as a means to empathize, see, learn, be with, or to know the 

machine.  

 My interest here, however, comes at the same question from a different angle. I wonder in 

what way the color of the algorithm turned inside out onto our screens and interface has to do with 

the ownership or non-ownership of land. To be clear, I am not necessarily interested at this moment 

in commenting or conceptualizing the legal aspects of land ownership or municipal deeds. Nor am 

I commenting directly about intellectual property and copyright on the Internet, or even about data 

ownership or applied technologies such as blockchain or cloud storage as virtual land or lands. 

 While all these variables are in kept in mind here vis-à-vis Post-Land. I am more precisely 

interested in the entangled capacities of material, geopolitical, and existential factors in the 

computer-artist relationship. Following high-profile critiques of contemporary art by scholars such 

as Suhail Malik [1] and Martha Rosler [2], I’m working to self-reflexively locate and represent the 

machine learning produced artwork within the cultural problem of viewership (overly simple 

subject-object relations) and the geopolitical problem of gentrification (dispossessions of land and 

ownership masquerading as cultural phenomenon).  

 With Post-Land, I am trying to unfold a computer artwork that performatively asks of us 

(1) what “viewership” ever means when it happens continuously across complex and diverse 

contexts of machine-viewer encounters and (2) what gentrification, or geopolitics more generally, 

forms into when virtual, or “cloud” space becomes proprietorial, when the ‘map’ becomes the 

‘territory’. If, as Rosler diagnoses, contemporary artists have become cultural stylists for the post-

industrial real estate avatars of the loft, the mill, the warehouse, etc. – thereby aesthetically driving 

the social desire of real estate customer towards the poor urban neighborhood – then to what 

geopolitical register does the machine-artist dyad lend itself? As Frederic Jameson has stated 

unequivocally, “all politics is about real estate” [3].  

 Rather than engage explicitly with the content of real estate and gentrification (which is of 

course important but not necessarily always clear in relation to the diffuse infrastructural nature of 

machine learning farms, clouds, cables, and interfaces) is to draw a machine learning algorithm 

[4] and its synthesized media object out along a more general string or thread. To draw a line with 

the digital object by what Ernesto Neto has called the “hand-brain”. Post-Land  tries to unfold the 

space of its digital object into an equally material, informatic, and narrative sequence of which the 

viewer is but a part: a thread that is lived and can be lived; that “[transforms] an inert trace on 

paper into a living, fluid line, fluctuating according to the artist’s intimate dance with all the 

parameters – both present and virtual” [5]. Where many practitioners and scholars have critiqued 

the black-box problem of machine learning – its nearly opaque removal from human mental 

understanding – we might also remember Hesiod’s myth of Pandora’s box [6]. To open up the 



algorithm through processes of creative visualization is perhaps only a certain kind of geopolitical 

“styling” for which the computer artist is captured and their mode of production is expropriated. 

Rather than “opening” the algorithm for us to see, I am trying to draw this opened algorithmic site 

along a string composed of materials, areas, ideas. In doing so, I’ve tried to ruminate on how the 

machine-learning artist can seek a mode of production that cannot be stolen, cannot be co-opted, 

cannot be otherwise seized.  

 As the 21st century lurks in, and as we observe the digital layer of the cloud and the network 

and the blockchain fuse with the semiotic ground of a geopoliticized earth, we have to remember 

that the experience of space and spatiality is always also an experience of history. The political 

struggle for redistributive justice is not only a march through time towards a progressive temporal 

development. It is also a spatial formation of planning, of peripheries, and of people and places 

side by side in the development. What then can we do to take the smooth and exploded world of 

the algorithm as rendered by these new computer-artist techniques to stand side by side with the 

algorithm itself? Or rather, what can we do to put the algorithm into complex and non-defined 

relations with the many spaces of political struggle? Rather than over-emphasizing the need for 

non-biased human oversight (as if such a thing existed) in the training of machine learning 

algorithms, why not search for the computational or algorithmic or computer-artistic equivalencies 

to solidarity. What political relations can the algorithm have to its exterior world? How can the 

algorithm be our comrade? 

 As like children, we must let the algorithm develop its own world of stuff and thought and 

phenomena outside of the lattice of the digital and the steering of interaction. Much has been 

spoken about the possibilities of artificial psychosis and artificial stupidity, but not a great deal as 

far as I know has been discussed regarding a psychotherapy for the algorithm; a psychoanalytic 

clinic for the algorithm, a queer commune for the algorithm. Perhaps this is the line drawn, albeit 

not in any explicit sense, by Post-Land; a line with the algorithm drawn into and along a world 

gnawed out from its relation to its progenitors, replete with the transitional materials and 

phenomena that form any body, psyche, queer, or revolutionary into a warrior.  
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[”The original 1636 Indian deed creating the Colony of Rhode Island signed by Native American Chief Canonicus to Roger Williams” [7]] 

 


